Tropical cyclone (TC) tracking is essential for calculating TC statistics from gridded datasets. A new method for TC tracking is presented here using neighbor enclosed area tracking (NEAT), which is based on the temporal overlap of enclosed areas above a vorticity threshold and differs from the widely used neighbor point tracking (NPT) method. The parameters of cyclone intensity, vertical-shear, and warm-core criteria were intensively tuned for NEAT and NPT. When these criteria were optimized for the typhoon tracks observed in the western North Pacific based on the Japanese 25-yr Reanalysis Project (JRA-25)/Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) Climate Data Assimilation System (JCDAS) dataset, the NEAT and NPT algorithms captured approximately 85% of typhoons with little qualitative distortion in the spatial distribution and temporal variability of the TC track density. The grid system dependency of the algorithms was tested by applying NEAT and NPT to a high-resolution general circulation model output. The method presented here can also provide realistic statistics on the TC size, the extratropical transition timing, and the meridional heat transport.
Introduction
Tropical cyclone (TC) tracking is an indispensable data processing tool for calculating TC statistics from model output. A widely used method for TC tracking is neighbor point tracking (NPT), in which cyclone centers are identified as local extrema of a climatic variable such as the relative vorticity and a cyclone track is derived by temporally connecting the cyclone centers. The NPT technique is common in TC tracking (see the references below) and extratropical cyclone tracking (Ulbrich et al. 2009 ). To exclude extratropical cyclones, a TC identification algorithm is typically implemented in the tracking code itself; alternatively, the algorithm can be conducted in a post-tracking process. Early in the development of TC simulations, Broccoli and Manabe (1990) performed TC identification by restricting the location of the cyclone center. This method is still used for TC identification (McDonald et al. 2005) . As an alternative to the location condition, Haarsma et al. (1993) used the warm-core structure in midtropospheric temperature anomalies. The parameters were determined arbitrarily, however, because coarse-resolution general circulation models (GCMs) alone produced weak tropical depression systems. Bengtsson et al. (1995) successfully produced TC statistics by using a GCM at a T106 (;110 km) resolution and using more realistic measures for TC tracking, including several conditions of intensity (relative vorticity, mean sea level pressure, and maximum surface wind speed), vertical wind shear, warm-core structure, and duration. Subsequent TC tracking studies based on GCM output followed this method (Hasegawa and Emori 2005; Oouchi et al. 2006; Murakami and Wang 2010; Sugi et al. 2002) . Bengtsson et al. (2007) adopted simpler conditions, such as an intensity index, a warmcore criterion, and a duration condition. As stated above, all TC tracking methods include some parameters that should be adjusted to the data resolution; of course, the resolution dependence problem could be mostly resolved by using a uniform resolution. Walsh et al. (2007) noted the diversity of setting parameters in TC identification from GCM data and found that the wind speed criterion should vary approximately linearly with resolution. This estimate is helpful for parameter tuning when comparing GCMs with different resolutions. Recent higher-resolution model simulations have demonstrated the ability to capture realistic TC statistics (e.g., Knutson et al. 2007; Manganello et al. 2012; Murakami and Wang 2010; Oouchi et al. 2006 ). Hence, in future studies, parameters used for TC identification in model simulations should ideally be the same as those in spatially dense data, such as numerical weather forecasts. Apart from this resolutiondependence problem, given two identical datasets with different grid systems, the NPT method will produce different results unless the datasets are spatially interpolated or aggregated into a common grid system in a pretracking process (Bengtsson et al. 2007; Manganello et al. 2012) . Although this additional process is necessary in the case of NPT because of its dependence on the grid system, aggregation or interpolation can indeed be effective for mitigating this problem in NPT algorithms. In this paper, the resolution-dependence problem in TC simulations for different-resolution models is distinguished from the dependence on the grid system. TCs are also characterized by their size, their extratropical transition timing (if any), and their meridional heat transport. The size of TCs has been approximately measured from observation data in a number of studies (Kimball and Mulekar 2004; Lee et al. 2010; Merrill 1984) . Sinclair (1997) and Rudeva and Gulev (2007) developed a method for finding the zero contours in the downgradient direction from the cyclone center and applied this technique to extratropical cyclones in the Southern Hemisphere. Furthermore, the extratropical transition occurs when a TC changes into a baroclinic asymmetric structure under a strong vertical-shear environment, and the cyclone often redevelops in the extratropics; many attempts have been made to estimate this transition objectively [see Jones et al. (2003) for a review]. Hart (2003) focused on the front and thermalcore structure of cyclones and proposed that the life cycle can be mapped onto the phase space spanned by these two measures. Evans and Hart (2003) demonstrated that the phase-space method is useful for a further life cycle classification of observed cyclones. Kitabatake (2011) applied the cyclone phase-space technique developed by Hart (2003) to typhoons in the western North Pacific. However, the meridional heat transport of TCs is largely unexplored. Inatsu (2009) recently proposed an alternative cyclone tracking method called neighbor enclosed area tracking (NEAT), in which enclosed areas that satisfy cyclone conditions are identified. The enclosed cyclone area is then tracked when it overlaps with another area in the subsequent time frame [see Inatsu (2009) and Inatsu and Amada (2013) for more details of the NEAT algorithm]. The NEAT algorithm has three main properties, all of which can be realized in an NPT algorithm. The NEAT algorithm requires few tunable parameters because it is based on a unified method for cyclone identification and cyclone tracking. Additionally, because this method uses finite-area identification rather than local-extremum identification, in principle, the dependence on the data grid system is relieved under the condition that the data are sufficiently dense to resolve the target phenomenon. State-of-the-art NPT algorithms use an interpolation technique to relocalize the extremum between data grid points and prepare a common grid for the comparison of data with different grid systems. Even for temporal connections in NEAT, the overlap method relieves grid-system dependency. The overlap problem for TC tracking is thoroughly discussed in appendix A. In addition, the NEAT algorithm can produce useful quantitative data for cyclone merger and splitting events, the size and shape of eddies, and material and dynamical transport by eddies, whereas these data would be estimated by the NPT algorithm. Accordingly, TC tracking using the NEAT algorithm is an alternative method for extracting TC tracks from reanalysis datasets or from the outputs of a model simulation.
The purpose of the present study is to propose an alternative choice of a TC tracking method using the NEAT algorithm. The new algorithm was applied to a reanalysis dataset with embedded bogus typhoon data. Some parameters of the NEAT algorithm were tuned by comparing the reanalysis data and the typhoon best tracks, both of which were retrieved from the archives of the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA). The JMA definition of a typhoon is based on a 10-min-average surface wind speed in excess of 17.2 m s 21 . This study focuses on TCs only in the western North Pacific, although our technique can be applied to TCs anywhere. Section 2 describes the datasets used in this study, section 3 explains tracking methods, and section 4 develops an optimal parameter set for the NEAT and NPT methods for identifying TCs. Section 5 presents the performance of both methods using the optimal parameter set to capture the spatial distribution and temporal variations in TC activity in the western North Pacific. Section 6 briefly discusses the grid-system dependence by using high-resolution GCM output. Section 7 addresses other tests that the new method can be applied to, and section 8 provides concluding remarks.
Data
The data used in this paper are from the Japanese 25-yr Reanalysis Project (JRA-25)/JMA Climate Data Assimilation System (JCDAS) gridded data, for which the grid mesh is 1.258 3 1.258 and the temporal interval is 6 h (Onogi et al. 2007 ). The TCs were extracted over the domain 08-608N and 1008E-1808 1 from January 1979 to December 2009. Compared with other reanalysis datasets, JRA-25/JCDAS is valuable for setting up a TC tracking algorithm because bogus typhoon data were embedded throughout the period in the dataset (Onogi et al. 2007 ). Therefore, TCs and their surrounding environment are better reproduced than in other reanalysis datasets (Hatsushika et al. 2006) . Applying a tracking algorithm to the dataset provides TC tracks from the reanalysis data. A set of parameters is tuned such that the algorithm detects as many typhoons embedded in the reanalysis data as possible with minimal processing error. The reference is the best-track data compiled by the JMA (available online at http://www.jma.go.jp/jma/jma-eng/ jma-center/rsmc-hp-pub-eg/besttrack.html), for which the position, size, and strength of typhoons over the western North Pacific from genesis to lysis are archived at a typical sampling interval of 6 h.
In section 6, we also apply the NEAT algorithm to the 6-hourly output of a 10-yr preindustrial control run of an atmosphere-ocean coupled GCM, the Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate, version 3.2 (high resolution) [MIROC3.2 (hires)], 2 which has a higher resolution than JRA-25/JCDAS. The model was run with a horizontal resolution of T213 (;50 km) and 56 vertical levels in the sigma coordinate. See Sakamoto et al. (2012) for more details of the model configuration and performance.
Methodology

a. Neighbor enclosed area tracking
NEAT is a new cyclone tracking method based on connecting several areas, which is different from conventional point-to-point tracking methods [see Williams and Houze (1987) , Arnaud et al. (1992) , Mathon and Laurent (2001) , and Morel and Senesi (2002) for descriptions of similar methods used for cloud detection and tracking]. The NEAT scheme simply entails equivalent labeling for spatiotemporally connected domains (Fig. 1) . A series of equivalently labeled areas can be regarded as a track in the NEAT algorithm, and the track line can be drawn by connecting the centroids of equivalently labeled areas (Hodges 1994) . The NEAT algorithm identifies, for every time frame, an enclosed area that satisfies the requirement of an intensity greater than the threshold C with a relative vorticity of 850 hPa and a size greater than A. The algorithm then assigns an equivalent label to the two enclosed areas that overlap in an area larger than O between adjacent time frames. Tracks with a lifetime less than H hours are discarded. The conditions C, H, A, and O are interacting; therefore, we tune only C in section 4 by setting H 5 48 h, A 5 20 000 km 2 , and O 5 10 000 km 2 (Fig. 1 , Table 1 ). See appendix A for a test of the sensitivity to A and O and of how well the overlap method relieves the grid system dependency.
In the NEAT algorithm, TC identification is performed as a post-tracking step. The TC here should satisfy the vertical-shear condition V and the warm-core temperature condition W. Although these conditions do not have to be satisfied contiguously, they should be satisfied for more than H hours in total over the lifetime of the TC. Conditions V and W have the same physical meaning as the presence of a warm core, but they were named differently in this paper. Condition V is satisfied when the speed of the maximum 850-hPa meridional wind is larger than the maximum 300-hPa meridional wind in the labeled area detected by NEAT. Condition W is satisfied when the maximum 500-hPa temperature anomaly 3 in the labeled area is found in a cyclone circle with a radius d. Both conditions are important for eliminating extratropical cyclones with baroclinic instability structures and are tuned in section 4.
In section 7b, we attempt to estimate the extratropical transition timing by using the oblateness measure provided by the NEAT algorithm (Inatsu 2009; Inatsu and Amada 2013) . By transforming to two-dimensional polar coordinates with the origin at the center of the enclosed area, 4 the distance between the center and the boundary of the labeled area is calculated as a function of the angle u:
where a n and b n are Fourier coefficients. Fitting the boundary shape to an ellipse given byr 5 a 0 1 a 2 cos2u 1 b 2 sin2u with a semimajor axis of a 5 a 0 1 , the oblateness of the enclosed area is then defined as f 5 (a 2 b)/a in the NEAT algorithm.
b. Neighbor point tracking
An NPT algorithm is set up for comparison with the NEAT algorithm in sections 5 and 6. The NPT first finds a point that satisfies the intensity condition C 0 , which is that a local maximum of the 850-hPa relative vorticity is greater than a tunable threshold, and identifies that point as a storm-center candidate. The estimated point is then connected to the nearest maximum point in the next time frame if the distance between them is less than 300 km. The NPT estimates the storm center point in the next time frame as
where p is the position vector as a function of time and t 0 is 6 h. Note that p e is equal to p(t) at the genesis point.
In the previous studies that used an NPT method, the temporal connection parameters were adjusted for fast background flow, but we simply assume a linear uniform motion on temporal connections. The TC identification algorithm at the post-NPT tracking stage was performed with the vertical wind shear condition V 0 and the warm-core temperature condition W, Schematic of the neighbor enclosed area tracking (NEAT) algorithm and its tuning parameters in the spatiotemporal space; time increases to the top right, east is the direction of the bottom right, and north is upward. A cyclone defined as an enclosed surface image in the NEAT algorithm moves eastward from the initial to final timeframes in this schematic. The solid line denotes the boundary of the enclosed image in a timeframe, and the dotted line indicates the boundary in the previous timeframe. Condition C is the criterion of 850-hPa relative vorticity to identify enclosed surfaces, condition A is the criterion of the enclosed surface size, condition O is the criterion of the overlap size, and condition H is the lifetime criterion. The influential circle's radius S is used for calculating the cyclone density.
and each had to be satisfied for longer than H hours over the TC lifetime. To compare the NPT algorithm and the NEAT algorithm as fairly as possible, the TC identification component was kept as consistent as possible. The vertical-shear condition was satisfied when the maximum 850-hPa meridional wind was stronger than the maximum 300-hPa meridional wind in the cyclone circle, which had a radius of 300 km. The difference between conditions V and V 0 is the choice of area used to search the vertical shear, but this difference is not likely to introduce large discrepancies into the results because the size of TCs ranges between 100 000 and 300 000 km 2 (see Fig. 9 ), which corresponds to a circle with a radius of between 200 and 300 km. We apply the exact same warm-core condition as in the NEAT method. These parameters are optimized in section 4.
c. Tracking comparison
A set of track lines is compared in sections 5, 6, and 7b and appendix C. A common procedure is required for calculating the track density from track line information data given as a time sequence of longitudes and latitudes. For each track line k for which the distance from the track line segment is less than the geodesic distance of 300 km, the weight d k (x, y) is set to 1; elsewhere, d k (x, y) 5 0. The track density is defined as D 5 å k d k ðx, yÞ. Similarly, the genesis density is defined as G 5 å k g k ðx, yÞ. Here, for each track k for which the distance from a genesis point is less than the geodesic distance of 300 km, the weight g k (x, y) is set to 1; elsewhere, g k (x, y) 5 0. This definition is quite intuitive (and the units are m
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), but the definition only yields nonnormalized statistics, similar to the constant kernel method in Hodges (1996) .
To match the results with the best track data in section 5, we define two tracks as matched when the distance between the typhoon center in the best-track data and the track point obtained with the algorithm remains less than 300 km for more than 1 day. The situation is called a hit or a miss when an algorithm captures or loses a typhoon in the best-track data, respectively, and is called a false alarm when an algorithm-based track does not match any of the typhoons in the best-track data. Thus, misses and false alarms correspond to type I and type II errors, respectively, for the null hypothesis that an algorithm can capture a TC correctly. We evaluate the performance of the algorithm on the basis of the hit ratio and the total number of errors, which is defined as the sum of misses and false alarms.
Tuning
Here, we search for an optimal parameter set for NEAT and NPT in a bounded domain of the three-dimensional parameter space that is spanned by the intensity condition C (or C 0 ), the vertical-shear condition V (or V 0 ), and the warm-core condition W. Regarding the intensity condition C (or C 0 ), the vorticity thresholds considered range is between 80 3 10 26 and 140 3 10 26 s
21
. The vertical-shear condition V (or V 0 ) is tested by switching it on and off. The condition W searches for a warm core by determining the location of the maximum temperature inside the TC, and we tuned the distance between the warm core and the cyclone center to be between 80 and 400 km. The vertical-shear condition V has essentially the same physical meaning as the warm-core condition W, but for practical reasons, we use both to obtain reasonable performance (see appendix B for a parameter sweep performed without condition W using the NEAT tracking). As the conditions become weaker, the ratios of hits and misses approach 100% and 0%, respectively, but the number of false alarms increases. We are currently investigating a parameter set that yields the lowest number of errors in this parameter space. Figure 2a shows the hit ratio and the total number of errors in the case when the vertical-shear condition is switched on for the tuning of the NEAT algorithm. The hit ratio is quite sensitive to the warm-core tuning parameter in domains of smaller than 200 km; everywhere else, it is sensitive to the intensity condition instead. This result indicates that the warm-core condition loses its effectiveness if the warm core is sought in too large a cyclone circle. The minimum number of errors is 6.90 yr 21 for an intensity parameter of 110 3 10 26 s
and a warm-core parameter of 200 km. The NEAT algorithm with this optimal parameter set can capture approximately 86% of the total best tracks with 3.83 misses and 3.07 false alarms per year (Fig. 2b) . We present the results obtained with the NEAT algorithm with this parameter set after the next section. With the vertical-shear condition switched off, the total number of errors increases drastically over a broad area in the parameter space (Fig. 2c ) because of the numerous false alarms (Fig. 2d ). This result indicates that the verticalshear condition effectively excludes extratropical cyclones and reduces the frequency of false alarms. Figure 3 shows the hit ratio and the total number of errors in the case when the vertical-shear condition is switched on for the tuning of the NPT algorithm. The hit ratio is quite sensitive to the warm-core tuning parameter in domains of size less than 300 km; everywhere else, it is sensitive to the intensity condition instead. The minimum number of errors is 7.00 yr 21 for an intensity parameter of 100 3 10 26 s 21 and a warm-core parameter of 240 km. The NPT algorithm with this optimal parameter set can capture approximately 88% of the total best tracks with 3.03 misses and 3.97 false alarms per
year (Fig. 3b) . We present the results of the NPT algorithm with this parameter set after the next section. The vertical-shear condition also effectively excludes extratropical cyclones in the NPT algorithm (not shown). Hatsushika et al. (2006) demonstrated that in their NPT algorithm, the TC detection rate for JRA-25 is approximately 83% for data for the western North Pacific between 1990 and 1996. Their algorithm can obtain as many TCs as our NPT algorithm. Summarizing the above results, we obtain the optimal parameter set of (C, V, W) 5 (110 3 10 26 s
, switched on, 200 km) for NEAT and (C 0 , V 0 , W) 5 (100 3 10 26 s
, switched on, 240 km) for NPT (Table 1) . Conditions C and C 0 are different because the intensity condition is attributed to the temporal connection method. Conditions V and V 0 are slightly different in terms of the definition of the domain, and the thresholds in condition W are also slightly different, as described above. The results obtained with the NEAT method with the optimal parameter set (C, V, W) are as accurate as those obtained with NPT with the optimal parameter set (C 0 ,V 0 , W). We now use the two different optimal parameter sets for a comparison between the two algorithms, but this choice does not significantly affect the results.
Performance
The climatological annual-mean track density for NEAT and NPT is 15% lower than the observed typhoon density (Fig. 4) . The NEAT algorithm captures the spatial distribution of the observed typhoon tracks, which were frequently generated to the east of the Philippines and moved toward the region south of Japan. North of 408N, the NEAT algorithm was unable to completely remove extratropical cyclones (see appendix C for more details). The NPT algorithm also accurately captured the spatial distribution in the western North Pacific but slightly underestimated the number of cyclones in the midlatitudes. More sophisticated NPTs could improve this underestimation. The NEAT and NPT algorithms also correctly estimate the genesis areas in the east and west of the Philippines (Fig. 5) .
Because the observed cyclones are accurately captured by both methods, seasonal variability (Fig. 6 ) and interannual variability (Fig. 7) are also expected to be captured accurately, which is indeed the case (Figs. 6 and 7). As for interannual variability, during the warm and cold events in the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), the annual-mean TC track density yielded by both algorithms closely reproduces the spatial distribution of the observed typhoon track density (Fig. 7) . Here, we selected the warm events in 1982, 1987, 1991, 1997, and 2002 and the cold events in 1984, 1985, 1988, 1999, 2000, and 2007 . Warm events expand the range for typhoon tracks to cover the entire tropical North Pacific region because of the weak Bonin high, whereas cold events limit tracks to the region between the Philippines and Japan (Wang and Chan 2002; Chan and Liu 2004) . This tropical cyclone response to ENSO can be found in tracks by NEAT and NPT algorithms, but our NPT algorithm slightly misses the extratropical part (Figs. 7e,f) . This could be improved by more sophisticated NPT algorithms.
Grid system dependence
This section discusses the dependence of TC tracking on the dataset's grid system. As discussed in the introduction, the NEAT algorithm is expected to reduce the dependence of the tracking process on the grid system, whereas NPT requires an additional process to unify the grid systems of the datasets considered. Here, we prepare two identical datasets with different grid systems for comparison. A dataset with a coarser grid is created by aggregating surrounding grids; the grid mesh of the resulting dataset is still sufficiently fine for capturing TCs. The grid system of the JRA-25/JCDAS data is sufficiently fine for capturing TCs; however, the grid of the aggregated dataset is too coarse. A successful example of tracking Typhoon Songda is presented in appendix A, but there were many missed TCs (not shown). In this section, we demonstrate that the NEAT algorithm can be applied to model outputs with the same parameter set tuned on the basis of analysis data with different grid spacing. Therefore, we chose the MIROC GCM output with a T213 horizontal grid mesh (;60 km). The dataset with the aggregated coarser grid was created using a 1-2-1 low-pass filter for the zonal and meridional directions, resulting in data with an approximately T106 grid mesh (;110 km), which is comparable to that of JRA-25/JCDAS. We maintain the optimal parameter sets (Table 1) for tracking with the original and aggregated datasets.
The spatial distribution of the climatological TC track density for the NEAT and NPT algorithms is shown in Fig. 8 . The NEAT algorithm identified 368 TCs from the original-mesh data and 325 from the aggregated data. The TC tracks captured by the NEAT algorithm based FIG. 3 . As in Fig. 2(a) ,(b), but for TC tracking by the neighbor point tracking (NPT) algorithm.
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on the original dataset extend from north of the Philippines to northeast of Japan (Fig. 8a ). In the results based on the aggregated dataset, the tracks maintain the same spatial distribution, albeit with a slight and   FIG. 4 . Climatological annual-mean track density for (a) typhoons in the best-track data published by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) and tracks estimated by using the (b) NEAT-based and (c) NPT-based TC tracking algorithms to reanalyze the JRA-25/ JCDAS data. The contour interval is 0.5 yr
21
, and the shading is per the legend on the bottom right in each panel. Fig. 4 , but for genesis density The contour interval is 0.2 yr 21 .
FIG. 5. As in
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uniform reduction in number (Fig. 8b) . In contrast, the NPT algorithm captured 1783 TCs from the original dataset, whereas tracking with the aggregated dataset drastically reduced this number to 401. Although the NPT algorithm captured somewhat weaker TC tracks from the aggregated dataset (Fig. 8d ) compared with NEAT (Fig. 8b) , both algorithms yielded a similar spatial pattern in TC density because of the highly tuned grid used in JRA-25/JCDAS, which has grid spacing comparable to T106. The above simple examination demonstrates that the NEAT algorithm is relatively independent of the grid system. The NPT algorithm, in contrast, mitigates this problem by tuning parameters or by regridding datasets to a common grid system.
Other diagnostics
a. Tropical cyclone size Figure 9a displays the frequency distribution of the size of TCs detected throughout the period, which are estimated by using the enclosed area identification in the NEAT algorithm. Although the result depends on criterion A, here, we set the criterion to the smallest value (section 3). Cyclones after the extratropical transition are excluded in this subsection (see section 7b for methods for identifying extratropical transitions). The TC surface area ranges from 40 000 to 300 000 km 2 for the majority of TCs, and the mean TC 
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size is approximately 200 000 km 2 (Fig. 9a) . The frequency distribution is long tailed, and approximately 1% of TCs occupy areas greater than 500 000 km 2 . Merrill (1984) , who used the average radius of the outer closed isobar to estimate the size of TCs, demonstrated that the average area is ;200 000 km 2 in the western North Pacific. Furthermore, the mean TC area is ;260 000 km 2 according to Liu and Chan (1999) and ;150 000 km 2 according to Chan and Yip (2003) ; these two estimates are based on a common definition of the average area with 15 m s 21 surface wind in the western North Pacific. Despite the fact that the TC size in the case of the NEAT algorithm is based on only a vorticity-threshold contour, the results reported here are consistent with those reported in previous studies.
The seasonal variability in size averaged over all TCs detected by the NEAT algorithm is shown in Fig. 9b , in which the number of TCs (Fig. 6 ) is superimposed. The mean TC size peaks in October, whereas the number of TCs peaks in August. The result is consistent with the findings of Brand (1972) , Merrill (1984) , Liu and Chan (1999) , and Lee et al. (2010) , who found a maximum mean TC size in October in the western North Pacific.
b. Extratropical transition timing
TCs often undergo extratropical transitions and change into baroclinic systems (Jones et al. 2003) . TCs exhibit an axisymmetric structure with complex convective systems, 5 whereas extratropical cyclones exhibit an asymmetric structure with baroclinic instabilities. Therefore, an extratropical transition should correspond to an axisymmetric distortion of an eddy and to a reversal of vertical wind shear along the eddy periphery. Here, two possible approaches for detecting the time of an extratropical transition using the NEAT algorithm are employed. The first approach focuses on geometrical changes in the extratropical transition. Because the NEAT algorithm can provide an approximate estimate of the oblateness of the enclosed areas (section 3a), an extratropical transition is identified when the 30-h running-mean oblateness during the TC life cycle exceeds 0.28, which is equivalent to an ellipse with a ratio of semimajor axis to semiminor axis of approximately 4:3. The second approach focuses on dynamical changes in the extratropical transition. Because our TC detection algorithm includes the vertical wind shear condition in the enclosed area (section 3a), an extratropical transition is identified when this condition is violated (see Hart 2003) .
The JMA subjectively recorded 364 typhoons between 1979 and 2009 that underwent an extratropical transition. Table 2 presents the number of hits, misses, and false alarms determined using the two approaches. The geometrical approach identified 223 extratropical transitions with 103 errors. This approach identified 59% of the identified TCs within 24 h of the average time difference. The mean time lag was approximately 24 h. In comparison, the dynamical approach identified 229 extratropical transitions with 159 errors, and 61% of the identified TCs were within 24 h of the average time difference. The mean time lag was approximately 36 h. It should be noted that the cyclone phase-space analysis performed by Kitabatake (2011) in the western North Pacific based on the same reanalysis dataset yielded slightly more accurate results, capturing approximately 75% of the extratropical transitions of TCs. The parts of tracks after an extratropical transition estimated by the geometrical approach are excluded from the analysis in sections 7a and 7c.
c. Meridional heat transport
The NEAT algorithm can also be used to estimate the meridional heat transport of TCs. Meridional heat transport has been hypothesized to play a significant role in climate formation (Hart 2011) 5 Processes that are often highly nonlinear, including the cooperative intensification theory of Ooyama (1969 Ooyama ( , 1982 , windinduced surface heat exchange (WISHE), and vertical hot-tower development, are also important.
transport by transient eddies is evaluated following convention as
where y is the transient-eddy meridional wind speed; u is the transient-eddy potential temperature; r is the air density; c p is the specific heat at constant pressure; z L and z T are set to the heights at 950 and 250 hPa, respectively; and the overbar indicates time-averaged values. A transient eddy is defined as the high-frequency part with a period of ,30 days. We estimate the meridional heat transport due to TCs as
where H TC , which is a support function of longitude, latitude, and time, equals 1 inside the NEAT enclosed area identified as a TC and 0 elsewhere. The climatological meridional heat transport due to total transient eddies [Eq. (3)] and that due to TCs calculated by the NEAT algorithm [Eq. (4)], averaged from June to November, are shown in Fig. 10 . TCs in the western North Pacific typically move along the western edge of the Bonin high and simultaneously transport heat inside the TC northward in a Lagrangian manner. Meridional heat transport is greatest near the Philippines. The TC meridional heat transport there is approximately 8.0 3 10 5 kW m
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. This transport corresponds to a single eddy that occupies an area for 7 days between June and November or an eddy with an anomalous internal temperature of 5 K that moves northward at a speed of 20 km h 21 . Meridional heat transport by TCs near the Philippines also accounts for 10%-20% of the total for all transient eddies, which suggests that TCs in fact play a role in meridional heat transport in the subtropics in summer and autumn. In spring and winter, meridional heat transport by TCs is small because fewer TCs are generated, even in the western North Pacific.
Conclusions
We have proposed an alternative TC tracking method based on the NEAT algorithm, in which tracking is performed by overlapping an enclosed area between adjacent timeframes (Inatsu 2009; Inatsu and Amada 2013) . The parameters of the intensity, vertical-shear, and warm-core criteria were intensively tuned by performing comparisons with observed typhoon best tracks, and the parameters were optimized to capture more than 85% of the typhoons from the JRA-25/JCDAS reanalysis dataset. This performance is as high as that of a conventional NPT algorithm, which was also intensively tuned in this study. The NEAT algorithm with this optimal parameter set tuned using the reanalysis data was applied to modern high-resolution GCM data, for which it successfully captured realistic TC statistics. Moreover, we demonstrated in this GCM examination that the NEAT algorithm was relatively independent of the dataset grid system.
The NEAT algorithm additionally provided realistic statistics for obtaining the size of TCs and for estimating extratropical transition timing and meridional heat transport due to TCs. The size of TCs was used in the original NEAT system; the average TC size was 200 000 km 2 in the western North Pacific, which is consistent with previous studies. Although the extratropical transition of TCs has previously been estimated objectively, we approached the problem by using either geometrical or dynamical characteristics of enclosed-area images yielded by the NEAT algorithm. We demonstrated that both methods provided results consistent with the subjective evaluation performed by the JMA. Meridional heat transport due to TCs was found to play a role in meridional heat transport in the western Pacific in summer and autumn.
The new algorithm may have applications in disaster evaluation. The TC axisymmetric circle is not precisely equal to the area damaged by the TC; the northeast part of the TC circle generally causes the greatest damage. The enclosed-area identification process in the NEAT algorithm can potentially identify the damage area using a measure of gale-force winds or heavy rainfall instead of relative vorticity. If we were to apply the NEAT algorithm to a warm-climate simulation employing a GCM, it would indicate areas in which floods, shipwrecks, landslides, and building destruction are likely. Our new algorithm could furthermore contribute to creating near-future hazard maps in countries in which typhoons and hurricanes are frequent, such as Japan and the United States. The accumulated cyclone energy (Bell et al. 2000) and the power dissipation index (Emanuel 2005) would be suitable measures for this purpose.
Although we propose an alternative TC tracking algorithm in this paper, the algorithm may have drawbacks, some of which are common to TC tracking in general. First, the NEAT method can miss fast-moving systems. When TCs undergo an extratropical transition, they can be entrained into the westerly flow and accelerate considerably. Extremely fast-moving extratropical cyclones occasionally move at speeds faster than 30 m s 21 . A simple (fixed) overlap parameter is unlikely to solve this problem, and a variable threshold that depends on the background flow might solve this problem [see Denman et al. (2007) for an analogous example in an image-processing problem], although it drastically complicates the algorithm. Furthermore, although not discussed in this paper, computing the TC velocity depends on the choice of a system center. If the center is chosen to coincide with centroid, then the system velocity may not be estimated accurately for distorted systems. Because the NEAT algorithm can recognize the shape of images simultaneously with the tracking, the system velocity could be replaced with certain mapping quantities. For example, a fit to a quadratic form turns a temporal change into an affine transformation. However, this quadratic approximation would not always be valid because the cyclone shape is often too distorted and quite different from an ellipse. Such an evaluation of geometrical transformations is beyond the scope of this paper and remains an open question. Another problem is that the NEAT algorithm with fixed criteria C and A, as in the optimal set (Table 1) , was unable to capture smaller-scale TCs, such as those in the early stages. In contrast, in the study of Bengtsson et al. (2007) , tracks were restricted to cases in which the TC criteria were fulfilled to obtain the closest agreement with the observed distributions, thereby determining much earlier and later stages of the TC life cycle. Regarding this point, there is the possibility that the NPT method is superior to NEAT; we will examine this possibility in a future study.
APPENDIX A
Sensitivity of Area and Overlap Criteria
This paper tuned only the vorticity criterion C with TC-selection conditions V and W, whereas the other criteria, A, O, and H, were fixed in the NEAT algorithm. Appendix A attempts to examine the sensitivity of the area and overlap criteria to guarantee the relevance of tuning by criterion C as presented in this paper. Fixing criteria C and O to the optimal values (Table 1) , the area criterion changes from 20 3 10 3 to 400 3 10 3 km 2 (Fig. A1 ). It should be noted that the area criterion A should be larger than 2 grid cells (;20 3 10 3 km 2 in the subtropics) to track a slow-moving system. The hit rates and the total number of errors are similar to those obtained with the optimal parameter set with A at ,60 3 10 3 km 2 ; the hit rate decreases and the number of errors increase at larger A values. The hit rate is less than 10% for A . 300 3 10 3 km 2 . This result is consistent with the size estimation (Fig. 9a) , suggesting that most TCs in the western North Pacific range from 100 3 10 3 to 300 3 10 3 km 2 in area. Moreover, this tuning property of A indicates its similarity to vorticity condition C. However, as shown in Fig. 2 , the sensitivity of condition C appears to be somewhat lower, at least in the tuning range examined. Furthermore, condition C can be freely set to any value, whereas the results are drastically changed with the area criterion A near an integer multiple of a single gridcell size (not shown); thus, the hit rate is a continuous function of C but a discrete function of A.
In contrast, we examine the sensitivity of O with the optimal criterion C, as presented in Table 1 . First, the overlap condition O must be less than A; otherwise, condition A is replaced with the value of condition O. The optimal value of O of 10 3 10 3 km 2 is the smallest, and there is no way to tune this parameter. Tuning O at a larger A of 100 3 10 3 km 2 is attempted. However, criterion O exhibits low sensitivity in this case, with hit rates and total number of errors as large as in the case of the smallest O value (Fig. A2) .
We expand the discussion on the overlap to demonstrate the relative independence with respect to the grid system of NEAT by examining a single-track example of Typhoon Songda, a long-lived typhoon that occurred between 19 August and 4 September 2004 (Fig. A2) . The NEAT algorithm successfully reproduced the track of Songda based on the original JRA-25/JCDAS reanalysis data with 1.258 3 1.258 grid spacing (Fig. A2a) . In the subtropics, where the typhoon slowly moved westward, the enclosed-area image identified by NEAT algorithm (section 3a) in a timeframe almost fully overlapped the enclosed-area image in the next timeframe. The typhoon occupied 17 grid points both in 0000 and 0600 UTC 25 August, with 14 common grid points between these timeframes. However, in the extratropics, where the typhoon rapidly moved eastward after an extratropical transition, the enclosed-area images tended to partially overlap (Fig. A2c) . The typhoon occupied 29 grid points in both 0000 and 0600 UTC 31 August, but there are only five common grid points between these timeframes. The speed exceeded 20 m s 21 at this moment; thus, the system moved much faster than the usual system in the extratropics. Testing the Songda track based on the coarse grid with 2.58 3 2.58 grid spacing created using the spatial low-pass filter A1 applied to the original JRA-25/JCDAS data, the NEAT algorithm successfully reproduced the observed track, except for the generation stage. In the subtropical case on 25 August, there were four (coarse) grid points occupied at 0600 UTC, and these grid points were fully in common with the enclosed-area image in the previous timeframe at 0000 UTC. In the extratropical case on 31 August, there was only a single grid point that overlapped between the two adjacent timeframes. The overlap was hence maintained in the coarse grid data with slightly reduced accuracy. Examining the time series of overlap area during the life cycle of Songda, it fluctuated greatly in the coarse case and not in the original because the overlap value was quantized by a single grid cell. Figure A3 displays the frequency distribution of the overlap area from May to October. Most of the overlaps ranged between 50 000 and 250 000 km 2 , but approximately 10% of the overlap areas were less than 50 000 km 2 . Therefore, if the grid spacing were doubled to 2.58 3 2.58, as in the above example, a few percent of the overlaps would not be realized because the minimum of overlaps is a single gridcell area of ;60 000 km 2 .
APPENDIX B
Tuning by the Vertical-Shear Condition Only Appendix B demonstrates the necessity for the warmcore condition to obtain a reasonable performance of TC identification. We examined TC identification without the warm-core condition by tuning the vertical-shear condition V, which is the difference between maximum 850-hPa horizontal wind and maximum 300-hPa horizontal wind inside of the TC. We swept it from 21 to 5 m s 21 . When the value becomes greater, the condition becomes stricter; then, the hit rate must decrease and total error must increase. Figure B1 shows the hit rate and total error in the space of the vorticity versus vertical-shear conditions. The total error attains a local minimum at (C, V ) 5 (120 3 10 26 , 3 m s
21
), but it is much greater than that for the optimal parameter set provided in section 4. This parameter yields a much lower hit rate of ;75%. This result suggests that both the vertical-shear and warm-core conditions are necessary in TC identification in this paper.
APPENDIX C
Failure Cases
Appendix C shows the error distribution of TCs for the NEAT and NPT algorithms. The climatological TC track density for the misses (Figs. C1a,c) is uniformly scattered over the typical typhoon path, and the TC track density for the misses is rather low because of the highly tuned algorithm. In contrast, the climatological TC track density for false alarms (Figs. C1b,d ) is far northeastward of Japan. These TCs are regarded as extratropical cyclones, which cannot be completely removed in the TC identification process by either method. We also found FIG. B1. Hit rate (%, contour) and total error amount (shade), defined as the sum of misses and false alarms, in the two-dimensional plane spanned by two parameters-the vorticity condition in the horizontal direction and the vertical-shear condition in the vertical direction-the tropical cyclone (TC) tracking by the NEAT algorithm without the warm-core condition. The contour interval is 2%, and the shading is per the legend on the right. A1 The 1-2-1 low-pass filter is used for the zonal direction. Then, this filter is sequentially applied for the meridional direction.
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a number of false-alarm tracks near the Indochina Peninsula, which are perhaps tropical low pressure systems that do not satisfy the JMA typhoon conditions.
